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                                                    A frame should not only flatter and complement but express who you really are. Our purpose is to express the essence of every individual through their choice of eyewear.
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                Blanc by Nathalie Blanc
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                                                    Nathalie Blanc Paris is a unisex brand which perfectly embodies the “French effortless chic” thanks to its delicate, unique design, exceptional French savoir-faire and the finest materials. In 2018, after having stylized the eye of women and modernized the look of men, Nathalie Blanc looks towards young adults by launching Blanc, a retro eyewear brand designed for their smaller faces and daily lives. 
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                                                    The first eyewear collection by Bieke HOET, designer and manager of the family owned Hoet design studio in Bruges. The use of new materials and 3D techniques creates added values and aesthetics.
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                                                    High end frames with an elegant appearance according the Haute Couture collection of Carven.
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                                                    Unique and unmistakable: models that have written eyewear history. CAZAL Legends have absolute cult status! Their trailblazing look is defined by the hip-hop style of the 80s and to this day stands for a self-assured character set apart from the Zeitgeist.
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                                                    Clément Lunetier is a one of a kind brand, imagined by two eyewear manufacturers that are fans of creation. Tired of traditional eyewear manufacturing and big brands, they wished to conceive and make iconoclastic and customizable models, without having to compromise on elegance or their values. This led to the birth of Clément Lunetier, following multiple exchanges around the passion for eyewears and the fascination of creation. These glasses are designed for each individual.
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                                                    The designer eyewear brand is the finest of Barcelona with the highest quality of lenses (sunglasses) in the world. A one-of-a-kind experience in the creation of the colors.
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                                                    Evil Eye frame technology combines everything that you need and offers you perfect fit, an incomparably lightweight eyewear and individually adjustable fit. 
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                                                    Kinto is a Belgian brand launched in 1978 by Celso Viejo in his workshop in Brussels. Through the years this autonomous brand has always stayed loyal to its original vision: to create easy to wear ergonomic frames, with special attention to details. 
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                                                    Lacoste eyeglasses are all about elegance & comfort. Classy, stylish & chic – you can’t go wrong with Lacoste frames. 
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                                                    Lafont Paris is a French independent Eyewear collection who is bases in Paris for over 90 years. The Family Lafont is still leading this company over more than 40 countries.
Unparalleled expertise with an emphasis on elegance and strong family values – all backed by a name you can depend on:  LAFONT. Glasses handmade in France, making Parisian Chic accessible worldwide.
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                                                    Longchamp The eyewear collection takes advantage of French heritage but it also winks at Le Pliage’s dynamism. It is the ideal choice for woman with a self-confident and feminine attitude.
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                                                    Monoqool, one of the most innovative eyewear companies in the world. We offer innovative eyewear, cool glasses, danish eyewear, 3D printed glasses.
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                                                    Glasses from Berlin, Germany with zeitgeist appeal. MYKITA eyewear is distinguished by a progressive approach to form, construction and surface.
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                                                    High-end Danish design handcrafted in Japan.
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                                                    Porsche Design is especially recognizable by its austere and pure design. The luxurious look of the Porsche Design brand was created by focusing on purity and leaving out decorative elements. By combining carefully selected materials, the latest technology and the best wearing comfort with purity & functionality, the designers of Porsche Design Eyewear have put together a unique collection.
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                SERENGETI Eyewear
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                                                    How you view the world says everything. We believe that technically-enhanced vision helps you focus on what truly matters. With that, achieving perfect clarity is not the end game but the start.
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                                                    ICONIC EYEWEAR MADE IN AUSTRIA SINCE 1964. Unique, lightweight eyewear with the highest standards of aesthetics and comfort.
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                                                    Tavat We are an independent, family-owned company based in the foothills of the Dolomites. We specialize in providing technical products, with each frame produced in small batches by some of the best eyewear artisans in Northern Italy.
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                                                    Extravagant with the desire to express something new and different. These characteristics express the glamourous style the American fashion-stylist is known for.
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        A frame should not only flatter and complement but express who you really are. Our purpose is to express the essence of every individual through their choice of eyewear.
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        Kinto is a Belgian brand launched in 1978 by Celso Viejo in his workshop in Brussels. Through the years this autonomous brand has always stayed loyal to its original vision: to create easy to wear ergonomic frames, with special attention to details. 
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        Lafont Paris is a French independent Eyewear collection who is bases in Paris for over 90 years. The Family Lafont is still leading this company over more than 40 countries.
 Unparalleled expertise with an emphasis on elegance and strong family values – all backed by a name you can depend on: LAFONT. Glasses handmade in France, making Parisian Chic accessible worldwide.
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        Manufactured with the exclusive and patented SILIFLEX™ material thermo-adjustable, this unique material makes them “ChildProof”! Indestructible Frames for Kids. NANO Baby frames have a better adaptation thanks to a different concept. Two frames in One. Indestructible Baby (Toddler) Eyeglasses with two fixing systems to adapt to everyday situations: playing or resting/sleeping. With no metal parts and temples covered with silicon, just to get their first frame fully comfortable!
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        Miraflex Glasses creates a signature line of Italian made, Flexible and Safe, plastic frames with no metal parts, making it the safest option for your child’s protective eyewear. At Miraflex there is no prodigal spending when it comes to your child’s safety. With over 20 years providing quality eyewear, our line of glasses are all BPA Free, Latex Free & Hypo-Allergenic. 
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